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INTRODUCTION 
• The Standard Model is a general theory of all interactions in which all three vector 

interactions (strong, weak and electromagnetic)  are united in the representation: 

•                                        SU 3 col ⊗ SU 2 L ⊗ U 1 Y 
• Particle masses are parameters of the Standard Model. Y. Nambu suggested (1998)  that empirical 

relations in particle masses could be used for the development of the Standard Model. 

• The observed ratios are:    (mµ + me)/2(δmπ – me) =  13.00.  The lepton ratio L=207=13x16 – 1. 
neutron mass mn+me/2(δmπ-me) = 115.007.  Ratio mn/me=1838.6836605(11), shift δmn = 161.65(6) keV. 
 
                                                         Ratio δmN / δmn = 8 × 1.0001(4). 
  mn-mp= δmN=1.2933322(4) MeV;  
 
               mn = 115x16me - me - δmN /8;                                         mp = 115x16me - me - 9δmN /8. 
 
       The lepton ratio L=mμ/me=206.77 becomes integer 207=9×23=13×16-1 after a small QED radiative 

correction applied to me  (it becomes mμ/me(1-α/2π)=207.01). The factor α/2π =115.9x10-5 , the 
QED radiative correction to the magnetic moment of the electron (Schwinger term) coincides with 
the relative value 117(11) 10-5  of the deviation of δmπ = 4.5936(5) MeV from 9me = 4.5990 MeV.   

• Ratio of parameters of the Standard Model, masses of the muon and Z-boson: mµ/mZ =115.9×10-5 
. 

• Belokurov and Shirkov suggested (1991) that electron mass also contains this factor α/2π . 
• A  common approach is based on R. Feynman remarks: “The theories about the rest of physics are 

very similar to the theory of quantum electrodynamics: they all involve the interaction of spin ½  
objects with spin 1 objects. Why are .. the theories of physics so similar in their structure?”. 
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Distribution of differences between all particle mass values from PDG-2016 (top)  
 
                                    and values known relatively accurate (bottom). 
 



Differences between  particle masses Δ M for averaging interval 5 MeV (top) 
and 9 MeV (bottom). Stable intervals (marked with arrows) are close to integer 
numbers of δ=16me found in CODATA relations (top) and to the b-quark mass 
estimation 4.2 GeV. 
 







Top: Spacing distribution in mass spectrum in high-energy region.                
 
Bottom:   Application of AIM Method to x=4423 MeV (AIM upward and downward 
directions, separately). 



Distribution of intervals adjacent to  
x=142 MeV (mπ) and x=493 MeV (mk). 



Tuning effect in particle masses.   
  Different estimates of constituent quark masses.  



Estimation of the baryon constituent quark mass Mq=441 MeV  
 

Fig. 2a. (C.D. Roberts et al.). QCD gluon-quark-
dressing effect calculated with Dyson-Schwinger  
Equation, initial masses m; constituent quark mass 
arises from a cloud of low-momentum gluons 
attaching themselves to the current-quark; this is 
chiral symmetry breaking: nonperturbative effect that 
generates a quark mass from nothing even at m=0 ( 
bottom).    
 

 
 
 
Fig.2b. (L.Glozman et al.). Calculation of nonstrange 
baryon  (left) and lambda-baryon masses as a function of 
interaction strength within  Goldstone Boson Exchange 
interaction Constituent Quark Model; initial baryon mass 
1350 MeV= =3·450 MeV=3Mq is marked as bottom “+” 
on left vertical axis.  
 



Table B. Linear dependence of excitations in near-magic nuclei (double boxed) upon numbers 
of protons in Z=14-20 shell (1st line) and numbers of valence neutrons (2nd line, boxed) is 

compared with the integer numbers of the parameter of 161 keV = ΔTF =δmN /8 determined in 
Z=50,51 nuclei (see Proc. QCD14, P.270, Fig.2 and Proc. QCD15, P.214, Table 3, Figs. 3-5). 



DAIM - distribution in 40Ca levels for x=1289 keV close to 8×17δ'= δmN=1293.3 keV 
in two energy regions (in upwards direction, Δ = 3 keV) with the maximum 
       at 2749 keV ≈  (17/8) ×1293.3 keV = 2748 keV. 
 



Table C. New data (*) on 53Ni and 53Co excitations with the configuration of nucleon as three 
holes in 56Ni core. Parameters of the residual interaction of valence nucleons and holes (double 

boxed) are compared with the same parameters in Z-50,51- and Z,N - nuclei. Boxed are 
excitations corresponding to maxima in sum distributions shown in Figs.6-8 in Proc. QCD-15. 





Conclusions 
Here we used  data on scalar mass M=125.0 GeV and  CODATA ratio mn/me to  
find out an explanation of the systematic appearance of nuclear mass/energy  
intervals close to mass differences of the nucleon, leptons and the pion. The  
relation (n·16me – me –mn)/δmN =1/8.001(2) and the similar long-range  
correlations in particle masses could be checked with the new data. 

 
• Relation between observed stable nuclear intervals and particle masses can  
be considered in connection with recently obtained mass of the scalar field,  
the ratios mµ/MZ=α/2π  and (1/3me)/MH=(α/2π)2. There is a possibility that  
they are reflections of the fundamental  relations between SM-parameters  
(which were mentioned as a future “super-duper” model by R. Feynman).    

 
• Observed analogy between tuning effects in particle masses and in nuclear  
data should be theoretically based on QCD as a part of Standard Model. It is in  
line with Y. Nambu suggestion about the role of empirical relations in particle  
masses for the SM development. 

 
• Scientific potential of nuclear physics can be connected with a fundamental  
role of QCD in the Standard Model and with the role of QED parameters.  

 



Thank you for your attention 
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